The story of inequality in South Africa continues...

- Our South African schools are not equal—public school located in townships and Cape flats are at the receiving end of inequality, so it matters where you come from.
- Black & Coloured working class people are forced to send their children to schools in bad conditions.
- Bad infrastructure—mud, asbestos, zinc etc
- Poor sanitation—water and toilets
- Long walk to school—school transport
- Unsafe schools, unsafe communities
VISUAL REPRESENTATION
EQUAL EDUCATION was founded in February 2008. EE is a movement of learners, teachers, parents and community members who are striving for quality and equality in the South African education system, through analysis based campaigns and activism. We are organized in Western cape, KZN, Limpopo, Gauteng and Eastern Cape.

- Building campaigns-three levels
- School based
- Provincial
- National campaign- Norms and Standards for School infrastructure Campaign
EQUALISERS LEARNERS WHO ARE PRIMARY MEMBERS OF THE MOVEMENT
HOW ARE LEARNERS FROM POOR COMMUNITIES AFFECTED BY ECOLOGICAL CRISIS?

“We feel it first and we feel it the most”

Equaliser

- Drought – Water Scarcity
- Food – school feeding schemes
- Overheating – overcrowding
- Floods – Long walk to schools
INSERTING WORKING LEARNER CLASS EXPERIENCES, SOLIDARITY, AND BUILDING ECO-SOCIALIST POLITIC
AMANDLA!
NGAWETHU!